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1. Introduction. In 1944 Dieudonn [3] proved a p-adic analogue of the
Weierstrass Approximation Theorem by an inductive argument involving the
polynomial approximation of certain continuous characteristic functions. In
1958 Mahler [4] proved the sharper result that each continuous p-adic function
defined on the p-adic integers is the uniform limit of the "interpolation series"
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The crucial step in Mahler’s proof involves showing that lim,(R) Z" (0) 0
for the p-adic topology, and he demonstrates this by passing to a certain cyclo-
tomic extension of the rationals. In fact, this follows quickly from Dieudonn’s
theorem for if p(t) is a polynomial of degree r for which ]I(t) p(t)l, < for
tZ,,thenlz"](0) z"p(0)] <: foralln. Hence ifn > r, zp(0) 0
and [A 1(0)[, < .

In he presen pper we use he bove ide o simplify our earlier proof of
Mahler ype heorem for continuous functions on he rin V of formal power
series over a finite field GF(q) [5]. Although he proof by Dieudonn admits
a sraighfforward generalization o ny locally eompe non-rehimeden field,
in his ese we eeomplish he polynomial pproximion of he relevn charac-
teristic functions wihou recourse o induction by using certain powers of he
Crliz polynomials G,_(t)/g,_ [1]. We conclude by givin suffieien
condition for he differenibiliy of a function f defined on V.

2. Preliminaries. Let GF [q, x] be the ring of polynomials over the finite
field GF(q) of characteristic p and let GF(q, x) be the quotient field of GF[q, x].
Denote by V the ring of formal power series over GF(q) and by F the field of
formal power series over GF(q). Set 101 0. If a F {0} is given by
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